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CASUALTY AIR EVACUATION IN ITALY

Casualties removed from Italy by air constitute a high proportion of the
total incurred in that theatre.

Several thousand sick and wounded men, mainly of the army, have been

evacuated from the Italian mainland since the first landings by the casualty air
evacuation units of the Royal Air Force Medical Service, which thus continues the.-work
initiated in the Western Desert, developed on the long road to Tunisia and brought
to its present pitch of organised efficiency in Sicily.

The Americans arc handled by their own air evacuation service. British

casualties have com,c from all parts of the front, having been picked up by
transport aircraft' pis many ns ten points on the Italian mainland, and flown thence

to an' int/cimediate base in Sicily. From this point the majority have subsequently
been conveyed, again by air, to base hospitals in North Africa. In September, for

example, some hundreds of cases wore flown back to Sicily and in the same period
nearly all these cases were moved back from Sicily to North Africa by air. The
service came into operation within a week of the first landings.

In the development of ths system now in being, the Desert Air Force has played
the main part. Air evacuation of casualties is not new but it had never before in

British experience been operated in circumstances such as prevailed in the v/este a

Desert. Here the method, was employed initially purely as Royal Air Force servic

by which the casualties of the force in the desert -were cleared to base establish-

ments in Egypt. Before long, however, as the great possibilities were recognise 1

and exploited it was extended and to a large extent integrated with army medical

units although it -was established at an early date that the organisation rind

control of air evacuation of casualties should he the responsibility of the Roysl
Air Force Medical Service, in point of fact, on occasions when army medical units
have functioned as components in the system they have come under the direct

control of the R.A.F. medical authorities.

. In the early days much good work was done by air ambulances, designed and

exclusively employed as such, hut experience has shown that their role is -strictly
limited and the large-scale operations carried out have depended cm using transport
aircraft which have been taking stores forward and -would otherwise he returning
empty to base. It is this marriage of the air transiaort system with the air

evacuation system which has made possible the evolution of the plan oh the scale

now existing. Originally transport aircraft -were used as opportunity offered in a

somewhat haphazard way but before long it was decided that casualty evacuation

must be regarded as an essential task and this traffic, from front to rear, has

been given a very high degree of priority.

The first link in the air evacuation chain of the R. A.F. is the casualty air

evacuation unit. In Sicily and again in Italy such units "were established at all
forward airfields as soon as they were occupied by the R.A.F. Thus no matter

where a transport aircraft may land in the forward area any available casualties

are waiting ready to be despatched to base as soon as the forward load has been

dealt "with.

All transport aircraft arc fitted so that they can "be adapted to take stretchers

in a few minutes. The humanitarian aspects of the speedy removal of sick and

wounded men from the battle zone to base hospitals where they can receive th£

finest specialist treatment will be readily appreciated. It is perhaps less obvious

that the air casualty evacuation scheme as it is now "working effects great economies
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in transport by employing aircraft which would otherwise be flying empty/
and thus taking from other transport agencies a very heavy burden of traffic.

The gain in time is almost incredible: in one phase in the Western

Desert, for example, casualties were flown out in about two hours from a

position in ab ios.t impassible country from which they could not have been

removed by road transport in under three days. In addition patients
benefit very g’reatly by the elimination of journeys over rough roads and

broken ground while in critical conditions.

Many badly wounded men undoubtedly owe their lives to their removal

from the front line area by air. This consideration applied particularly in
the desert canpaigna and it may be recalled, as sh wing the large part lolayed
by air evacuation as organised by the Desert Air Force, that between the time of

Alamein and the fall of Tunis many thousands of cases were handled. Further, by
using air transport in Tunisia it was possible to evacuate Eighth Army casualties

westward towards Algiers, on the first stage of their j urney to the United
Kingdom, the returning aircraft taking eastwards from the First Army area Indian

casualties who were being evacuated towards E^ypt.

At the intermediate base in Sicily casualties are received once more by
R. Ai.F. medical units and sent in the first instance to army hospitals where less

serious cases ore retained, while the bulk, as already indicated, are subsequently
moved by the R.A.F organisation by air to the mainland of Africa. At the base

airfields there the reception and dispersal of the casualties to the most

appropriate treatment cento :.s is again in the hands of the Royal Air Force

Medical Service.

There is, however, the closest co-operation between the services at all

points; the organisation is necessarily highly flexible. For example,
casualties re normally passed to the forward air evacuation units of the R.A.F

by the army's casualty clearing stations: at Foggia, however, the R.A.F. unit

was in advance of the casualty clearing stations and army casualties -were

therefore turned over to the R.A.F, organisation by the main dressing stations

of the army field ambulances.

The great lesson learnt in the Western Desert was that the successful

conduct of air evacuation of casualties on a large scale is conditioned by air

superiority. In Sicily and Italy conditions have, of course, been generally
favourable, and the evacuation machinery, systematised following the experience

gained earlier, has worked smoothly and effectively although it can by no means

be saic? to have reached finality. Great advances are still to be expected and
the "trial and error" methods which have so far yielded such good results are

being continued.

But a sound working method has been evolved. Army medical units, by far

the main source of casualties for evacuation, are gaining experience in the

selection and "conditioning” of cases for air transport and are positioning their

units so that they dove-tail into the air evacuation plan: the forward R.A.P..
air evacuation units are new integral parts of the medical organisation of the

forward R.A.F. wings: close liaison is maintained by the medical side with flying
control (who govern the movements of aircraft in the forward zones) and with Trans

port Command formations who furnish the aircraft.

Yfith the American forces the R.A.F. Medical Service lias enjoyed the

happiest relations in this as in ether spheres. In the Western Desert two

American groups -wore cored for by the R,A.F. Medical Service apart from •
their own limited unit resources, while following a visit by an American officer

to the Desert Air Force it was agreed that all American transport aircraft

should be fitted to take both the American and the British types of service

stretcher#
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